Let R be a commutative ring, / an ideal in R, and A an i?-module. We always have 0 £= 0 s £ I(\~= 1 I n A £ f|ϊ=i JM. where S is the multiplicatively closed set {1 -i\ie 1} and 0 s = 0 s Π A = {α G A13S 6 S 3 sα = 0}. It is of interest to know when some containment can be replaced by equality. The Krull intersection theorem states that for R Noetherian and A finitely generated I Π*=i I n A = Π~=i I n A. Since Π »=i /"A is finitely generated, f|*=i I n A = 0 s . Thus if I £ rad (i?), the Jacobson radical of ϋ?, or R is a domain and A is torsionfree, we have (]n=i I n A. = 0. In this note we show that for a Priif er domain R and a torsion-free ϋί-module A, I f| Γ=i ^nA = nΓ=i/ n -A We also consider the condition (*): Πn=J n = 0 for every ideal I in the commutative ring R. It is shown that a polynomial ring in any set of indeterminants over a Noetherian domain and the integral closure of a Noetherian domain satisfy (*).
Let R be a ring and A an JS-module. If x e R and xg Z(A), the zero divisors of A, then (x) Π»=i {%Y A-= Π«=i 0&) n -A-Actually we can take / to be invertible and A torsion-free. However, the assumption xg Z(A) is essential. For example, let peR be neither a unit nor a zero divisor and let F = Rx 0 (ΣΓ=i ^/*) be the free i2-moduίe on The first theorem gives another affirmative case. THEOREM 
Let E be a reduced ring and let I be a finitely generated ideal with rank 1^1.
Then
Proof. First suppose i2 is a domain. By localization we can assume Vi -M the maximal ideal of R. If B -Π~=i ^ ^ 0, then χ/5" = Mj so there exists an integer m such that I m S JB. Then I m = jm+i ^^hίch implies / m = 0 by Nakayama's lemma. Next suppose B is quasi-local, by passing to R/P where P is a minimal prime we get Π»=i
In £ p > Since ^ is reduced, we have Π»=i ^ £ nil (iί) = 0. The general case now follows by localization.
Another affirmative case is R a Prϋfer domain and A a torsion-free i?-module. We first consider the quasi-local case. LEMMA Therefore, s ej -ilί. We remark that for a Prufer domain, ΠϊU ί n n^e d not be a prime ideal, but is always a radical ideal.
Consider the condition (*) on a ring. Local rings and Noetherian domains satisfy this condition. The next two propositions are straight forward and the proofs are omitted. PROPOSITION 
If R satisfies (*), then Z(R) S rad (R). Conversely, if R is Noetherian, then Z(R) £Ξ rad (R) implies (*)
. PROPOSITION 
// R satisfies (*), then R M satisfies (*) for every maximal ideal M. If R M satisfies (*) for every maximal ideal M, then n?=i I" = ί Π»=i I* for every ideal I in R. If Z(R) £ rad (R), then R satisfies (*).
The next theorem generalizes the Krull intersection theorem to rings which are locally Noetherian. The next proposition will be used to prove that a polynomial ring in any number of indeterminants over a Noetherian domain satisfies (*). , X m _! -r w _!) % , the result follows from Proposition 3 and induction.
